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The wrath of religion by Luis Carlos Tenorio Garcia 
 
1       Fear is the least you'd expect from religion. 
         You're told to envision the afterlife,  
         the glorious honor of killing more than five, 
         the man on cross. Forget 
5       the life of an infidel,  
         for he is not worthy, give no mercy. 
         In reality, he is the sprout of enlightenment. 
         The apple, Eve was forbidden. 
 
         Deprived from close mindedness he opens the door of knowledge.  
10    The protector of curiosity 
         his mind stays open to breathe. 
         Instead of lies and false prophecy, 
         listen to the language of Gaia, forget this so called Messiah. 
 
         So many killed in the crusades 
15    now we're back to the same mistakes. 
        This constant rearranging of minds to commit 
        great crimes, for thy, for thy. 
   
        Keeps me up at night 
        because soon it will be our fight. 
20   Maybe at that instant inside the church, mosque, temple or street 
        he said, it’s what you need to succeed. 
        It is the end of your inner peace, 
        my friend. 
        
         Continue the path to true meaning 
25    make your purposes  
        neglect the extremist who proposes. 
 
         A moment of silence for the children in Sirte 
         Our 150 Kenyan brothers and sisters 
 
          It's denying knowledge to the poor.  
 30    That's pumping up their score. 
         Overrating a super being  
         Just to keep them kneeling, so be it.  
          
         No difference between 
         God, Buddha and Allah. 
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35     Nor Heaven and Jannah. 
 
         Promised the same fortunes  
         to relieve themselves from mishaps  
         and misfortunes. 
 
         Like wolves on sheep 
40     stalking those who are in the most need. 
         Children are the most keen  
         to these extremes. 
 
         Forgive my direct approach 
         but it sad to see brilliant minds go to waste 
45    coast to coast 
        So many used as means 
        to ends, 
        they have no idea what will become of them. 
 
        Going straight to the truth 
 
50    Fear is the least you'd expect  
        from religion 
 
        Back to the roots 
 
        You'll be waiting for his arrival 
        when you've killed more 
55    than what your soul is now worth 
 
        Question everything 
        Life is full of lies  
        Keep your mindset wide 
        Luther had a dream 
60    Why can't I? 
        Save these kids 
        from intellectual supremacy. 
 
        Living in a cage  
        respecting orders from an imaginary mage 
 
65    an imaginary mage, 
         an imaginary mage. 
          
         Make way for the God of the gaps. 
         The God who doesn’t hesitate to pop a cap 


